Improved BC method of Compomat G4 for expression of BCs twice from whole blood in top and top bags.
The aim of this paper was to evaluate an improved buffy coat (BC) method of Compomat G4 for automated expression of BCs twice from whole blood (WB) in top and top (T&T) bags. WB was separated using hard spin centrifugation (2,988g, 10 min) into layers of blood components by specific gravity, and different components were subsequently expressed into satellite bags in the T&T system using the manual BC method, the conventional BC method of G4, and our improved BC method of G4. In the improved BC method, an accessorial device we have named a 'gravity press' was designed and installed on the top flat of G4 to produce gravitational pressure on the plasma bag so as to exclude air and some of plasma to the upper compartment of the slide after BCs were expressed for the first time. The residual BCs in the upper compartment were expressed a second time by extending the upper press once more. All of the pooled BCs were centrifuged by soft spin (402g, 10 min) and upper platelet-rich supernatant was manually expressed into a platelet container by the plasma extractor. In vitro studies of blood components and pooled platelet concentrates (PCs) revealed no significant differences in BC blood components and platelet recovery of pooled platelets (61 ± 9 vs. 60 ± 7%, n = 12, p > 0.05) between the improved BC method and the conventional BC method; all components met our specifications for blood products. We suggest that the new BC method for use of T&T bags may improve the collection of BCs.